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A B S T R A C T

LoTUS is a Long Term Underwater Sensing, bottom landing, node for observations of ocean
water temperatures. LoTUS measures temperature (moored to the seafloor) according to a spec-
ified time schedule until, at the end of the mission, it surfaces to transmit the collected data to on
shore recipients using an Iridium link. The paper presents an extension of the sensing capability
to include water current velocity (speed and direction) using a robust, reliable and inexpensive
Eulerian method. The method is based on the "tilting stick" principle where a combination of
inertia measurement data and magnetic sensor data is used. The paper discusses the principal
technique, the modeling of the system, practical considerations, and optimization of the setup
for specific flow conditions along with verifying experimental data.

1. Introduction1

The LoTUS system is a small, robust, lightweight, expendable, bottom landing, moored, multiyear (0-10 years)2

sensor platform tailored for collection of time series of subsurface water temperatures in harsh environments. The3

LoTUS buoys are rugged and stand-alone in the sense that no external components are needed other than a mooring line4

and an anchor weight. The LoTUS buoy is lightweight, (ca. 3 kg) and small (diameter 254mm) to enable deployment5

from any surface vessel, underwater vehicle, helicopter or even aeroplane. The pressure hull is designed to withstand6

pressure of up to 200 bars. The moored buoy deep-hibernates between pre-scheduled real-time clock triggered data-7

collection wake-up instances when sensors are read and data is stored internally on non volatile memory. Sampling8

intervals are user selectable and typically set between 1 minute and 3 hours.9

The mooring line from the anchor is attached to LoTUS using a stainless steel coil. This coil is the key to the release10

of the mooring by the use of software triggered electrolytically accelerated corrosion of the coil. The coil simply rusts11

away in about 15 minutes and LoTUS being positive buoyant floats up in the water column. When surfaced, the12

Iridium Short Burst Data (SBD) protocol is used to transfer compressed data via satellite to a land-based receiver13

for decompression and analysis. Adaptive routines for power-saving re-hibernation are used if the harsh environment14

requires special responses e.g. should the surfacing buoy be entrapped under sea ice, for hours, weeks or even months.15

Once data is securely transmitted to on-shore parties, the surfaced LoTUS buoy optionally re-configures to serve as16

a GPS beacon buoy. During beacon mode the LoTUS can be configured using the Iridium SBD link. All of the17

parametrized pre-deployment programming and calibration of the buoy is done on-shore using Bluetooth or optionally18

via the Iridium SBD link.19

In the polar oceans, water temperature, but also current velocity, among others, are suspected to be key variables20

in the understanding of e.g. the behavior of glaciers terminating in these waters, with vertical calving fronts or fronts21

developing into floating ice tongues. Mass loss from these glacier fronts is a major uncertainty in future sea level rise22

projections based on numerical models (see e.g. Moore et al. (2013)), and according to Abrahamsen (2014) direct23

observational data on which an improved process understanding of frontal mass loss of these marine-terminating24
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Figure 1: The tilt angle � and the global current direction with respect to global North �.

glaciers could be based is scarce. A recent study (by Holmes et al. (2019)) analyzed data collected from a stationary25

glacier-proximal site with a LoTUS buoy, and compared it to previous evidence in Luckman et al. (2015), concluding26

that it is of considerable importance to sample physical properties of water masses as close as possible to a glacier27

calving front, in order not to include further uncertainty in present and future estimates of calving rates and associated28

sea level rise.29

Hence, the present study concerns enhancing the LoTUS capability to additionally measure, register and transmit30

water current speed and the direction of the current. Together with the temperature data collected, this data will be31

most valuable in connection with numerical models resolving circulation at fjord- and glacier front proximal scales, as32

demonstrated in Sundfjord et al. (2017).33

Traditional Eulerian techniques for ocean current measurements are dominated by Acoustic Doppler Current Pro-34

filers (ADCP’s) as described by e.g. (Williams et al. (2008)). ADCP’s are reliable and very capable but also expensive,35

large and relatively power consuming thus not suitable for a small, lightweight and expendable system such as the Lo-36

TUS. Other techniques include optical methods, such as laser Doppler velocimetry demonstrated by (Le Du� et al.37

(2004)) and imaging based (photogrammetry) methods demonstrated by (Schroeder and Willert (2008)). The methods38

have advantages, yet as shown in Lowell et al. (2015) they are typically too expensive and power-consuming to be used39

on a LoTUS.40

Tilt current meters are an inexpensive way to measure water current as demonstrated by Hansen and Carstensen41

(2017) and Hendricks (1985), and examples of existing similar projects are e.g. described in Marchant et al. (2014)42

and Lowell Instruments (2019). However, these projects do not allow to measure water current velocity at depths43

exceeding 30 meters and also lack ability to transmit the data through satellite, meaning that in order to get the data44

the buoy has to be retrieved.45

In contrast to the Eulerian methods of ocean current characterization, Lagrangian techniques with flow-following46

sensors have proven e�ective. Various floats are being used, such as the Argo floats described in Argo (2019). However,47

since station-keeping is important for the LoTUS system, a Lagrangian approach is not applicable.48

2. Method49

In order to measure current velocity, an Eulerian method is chosen, where the LoTUS buoy is mounted on a sti�50

stick. As in Fig. 1, the current is determined by the tilt angle � and tilt direction � of the rigid contraption. LoTUS51

is equipped with a temperature compensated inertia measurement unit (IMU) containing a linear accelerometer and52

magnetometer, each measuring in three orthogonal axes. No dynamic filtering, e.g. extended Kalman filter is used53

since only statics is considered. The sensors are mounted directly on the LoTUS printed circuit board (PCB) and thus54

require neither extra hull penetrations nor moving parts. However, the PCB needs to be rigidly mounted in reference55

to the LoTUS shell.56

2.1. Modeling57

The challenge of determining the current velocity by the suspended LoTUS consists of two major steps from a58

mechanics point of view. The first challenge is to determine the resulting orientation of the LoTUS when subject to the59
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Figure 2: Planar view of forces acting on the stick and LoTUS.

flow, i.e. how the attitudes relate to the mechanics. The second part concerns the treatment of sensor data including60

taring, calibration, signal processing, compression, storage and transmission.61

2.1.1. Fluid Mechanics Model62

The first fundamental assumption made is that the water flow with density ⇢ is uniform, horizontal and stationary63

with velocity vÿ. Additionally, it is assumed that the assembly of stick and LoTUS can be regarded as one rigid body64

as shown in Fig. 2.65

The figure shows the model of the setup where the stick is modeled as a uniform cylinder with length l, diameter66

w and net buoyancy per length ÇB
stick (positive up). LoTUS is approximated by a sphere with diameter d, buoyancy67

B
LoTUS (acting in the center of the sphere) and mass M acting in the center of mass which is o�set the center of68

buoyancy by the distance x in the direction of the stick.69

For the stick, the resulting hydrodynamic force is decomposed into a vertical lift force Lstick and horizontal drag70

D
stick both acting at the center of the stick. For the LoTUS sphere, the resulting hydrodynamic force will only be a71

drag force DLoTUS acting at the center of the sphere. To calculate the tilt angle � of the contraption for a given free72

stream velocity, the balance of linear momentum around the stick root O expressed as73

…
M = (*Lstick + ÇB

stick
l) l2 sin � *Dstick l

2 cos � *Mg(l + d

2 * x) sin � + BLoTUS (l + d

2 ) sin �

*DLoTUS (l + d

2 ) cos � = 0
(1)

is solved, where the forces on the stick Lstick and Dstick are74

L
stick = qlwC

stick

L
,

D
stick = qlwC

stick

D
,

and where q is the dynamic pressure75
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Table 1
Expected Reynolds numbers and effects on different parts of the LoTUS system.

Part Reynolds number Effects

Buoy: Re ˘ 0-10e5 CD=0.47 (constant)
Stick: Re ˘ 0-10e4 Von Kármán vortex trail

Mooring line: Re ˘ 0-10e3 Von Kármán vortex trail

q = 1
2⇢v

2
ÿ.

A
stick=w l is the maximal (no tilt) projected area of cylindrical stick in the flow, and Cstick

L
and Cstick

D
are the lift and76

drag coe�cients respectively and neglecting 3D end-e�ects according to Hoerner (1965):77

C
stick

L
= 1.1 cos2 � sin �, (2)

C
stick

D
= 1.1 cos3 � + 0.02. (3)

The buoyancy force BLoTUS and the drag force DLoTUS acting on LoTUS are calculated as78

B
LoTUS = V

LoTUS
⇢g,

D
LoTUS = qA

LoTUS
C
LoTUS

D
,

where V LoTUS is the volume of the LoTUS, ALoTUS is the cross-section of LoTUS and according to Hoerner (1965)79

C
LoTUS

D
is the drag coe�cient:80

V
LoTUS = 4

3⇡(
d

2 )
3
,

A
LoTUS = d

2

4 ⇡,

C
LoTUS

D
= 0.47.

The tilt angle is solved for in Eqn. 1 for a given free stream velocity and for di�erent lengths of the stick.81

In table 1 the resulting Reynolds number

Re =
vÿLdim

⌫
,

and risk for unwanted Von Kármán vortex trail shedding (at 40 < Re < 200.000) is tabeled for the di�erent parts of82

the system assuming kinematic viscosity ⌫ for water (˘ 1.79e*6m2_s at 0°C and ˘ 1.00e*6m2_s at 20°C) and length83

dimension Ldim.84

It is concluded that the drag coe�cient for the buoy can be assumed constant 0.47 for Reynolds numbers between85

103 < Re < 5.5e5 according to Hoerner (1965) which comprehend to a free stream velocity between 0.007 < vÿ <86

3.86m_s. The drag and lift coe�cients for the stick is found in Egn. 2. The risk of vortex shedding for the stick is in87

practice mitigated by adding roughness enforcing non-fluctuating flow separation. The mooring line vortex shedding88

is somewhat more di�cult to mitigate.89
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Figure 3: Body fixed coordinate system and positive definitions of tilt angle � and current- bearing �. The yaw  relates

the local fixed x-axis to global North. LoTUS depicted as a cube for clarity.

2.1.2. Sensor Model90

To determine LoTUS’s attitudes in the Earth reference frame, three angles are used. The tilt angle � which is the91

angle that LoTUS is heeling compared to being upright, the current-bearing � which is defined as the angle between92

the local x-axis and the current upstream direction, and finally the yaw angle  which relates the LoTUS heel bearing93

to the Earth magnetic field. The yaw angle  is necessary since the stick (with LoTUS attached) is free to rotate. Both94

tilt and current-bearing are thus expressed in the local body fixed coordinate system, as seen in Fig. 3.95

The notation of the vector of accelerations is a = [ax, ay, az]® and the vector of magnetometer data is m =96

[mx,my,mz]®, both referring to the LoTUS body fixed frame of reference, also found in Fig. 3.97

In practice, the PCB including the accelerometer and magnetometer will likely be imperfectly installed with an o�set98

compared to being flat to Earth’s surface when floating in still water. Assuming the accelerometer reads the tare a099

when standing in still water and reads a during mission, then tilt can be calculated as done by Marchant et al. (2014):100

� = arccos
⇠ a � a0
ÒaÒ � ÙÙa0ÙÙ

⇡
.

The current-bearing is calculated by the use of the di�erence between in-mission reading and the tare101

�a = a * a0
and assuming the di�erence becomes �a = [ax�, ay�, az�], the current-bearing � can now be found as:102

� = arctan
⇠a�

y

a�
x

⇡
.

The sought for global current direction (yaw angle  ) with respect to the magnetic north is calculated by a series of103

projections. First, since Earth’s gravitational field a points down, and Earth’s magnetic field m points north and down,104

the cross product between them will point East E, i.e.105

E = a ùm
Òa ùmÒ .

Secondly, the cross product of the newly found East vector E and the down vector a, will result in a vector N =106

[Nx,Ny,Nz] horizontal vector pointing north (expressed in the PCB-fixed frame of reference),107
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Figure 4: Attachment, stick and LoTUS assembled.

N = E ù a
ÒE ù aÒ .

Introducing x__ as the vector which is the local x-axis projected onto the Earth’s horizontal plane, x__ is calculated as:108

x__ = [0, 1, 0] ù a
Ò[0, 1, 0] ù aÒ ,

and the yaw angle (with correct sign) can now be found as:109

 =
h
n
l
nj

arccos
⇠ N�x__
ÒNÒ�ÙÙÙx__

ÙÙÙ

⇡
, if Ny < 0,

* arccos
⇠ N�x__
ÒNÒ�ÙÙÙx__

ÙÙÙ

⇡
, if Ny > 0.

Finally, the global (Magnetic north related) current direction � can now be calculated as the sum between the current-110

bearing � and the yaw angle  :111

� = � +  . (4)

2.2. Practical Considerations112

To be practical, functional during realistic field conditions and low cost enough for its purpose, all aspects of the113

system including the attachments, fairings, calibration procedures etc need to be designed to harmonize. Not all aspects114

of this is treated in this paper but a few practical considerations are.115

2.2.1. Stick-LoTUS Attachment and Release116

An attachment to mount LoTUS together with the stick needs to ensure no play while being robust. The solution117

constitutes two parts which, when screwed together, presses onto the stick as shown in Fig. 4. For the system to118

be static, i.e. without yaw rotations a symmetric attachment is desired. However, for manufacturing reasons as a119

cross-shaped solution was chosen.120

The stick is a tube that is made out of glass-fiber and is heavier than water.121

2.2.2. Calibration122

Since the calculation of tilt and current direction are based on that the accelerometer and magnetometer measures123

Earth’s gravitational field and magnetic field respectively, calibration is necessary in order to remove other uncertain-124

ties. Calibration of the magnetometer was done by the standard technique of ellipsoid fitting raw sensor data to remove125

hard iron e�ects (e�ects which adds to the magnetic field).126
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Figure 5: The LoTUS system getting pulled with constant velocity in water tank.

2.3. Experimental verification127

In order to test the entire system, both dry laboratory tests as well as wet tank tests were performed.128

2.3.1. Dry Laboratory Test129

Since the sensors readings contain noise and dynamic filtering techniques are not applicable, oversampling is done130

here. At sensor wake-up a number of samples (typically 100) are averaged to constitute a data point reading. To test131

this, an experimental set-up was done where the PCB could be oriented at known inclinations of 10˝ up to 30˝ in132

tilt while also rotated around its own axis with known 45˝ increments. This allowed investigation of known tilt vs.133

measured tilt and known current direction vs. measured current direction and how the e�ects of measurement noise.134

A series of tests were made with 100 sensor wake-ups (each with 100x oversampling). The average and standard135

deviation of the 100 wake-ups are calculated and compared.136

For the current direction, the PCB was kept at a fixed position but was rotated around its own axis with known137

inclination of 45˝.138

2.3.2. Water tank tests139

A set of tests were performed in an indoor swimming pool where the LoTUS mounted on a stick attached to a140

bottom-following trolley was pulled along the pool floor at constant and known velocity by a winch with the objectives141

to verify the system performance, fluid mechanic model and assumptions of hydrodynamic simulation model. The142

set-up can be seen in Fig. 5.143

In the test, only the accelerometers were used and sampled with 10 Hz and before the test was carried out, the144

accelerometers were tared (e.g. finding the vector a0).145

2.4. Mooring Considerations146

Mooring of the LoTUS is typically arranged by connecting the anchor to the LoTUS using a standard Nylon fishing147

line with diameter �=3mm. A study is done to investigate the anchor load, and the resulting geometric curvature of the148

line and potential need for additional floats etc. to clear the line from the sea floor in e.g. alternating current directions149

such as in tidal waters.150

A model consisting of a variable length line, stick and LoTUS is set up using a non-linear finite element analysis151

(FEM) approach. LoTUS and stick are hydrodynamically modeled as described in section 2.1.1 and the line is dis-152

cretized using 50 bar-elements with density 1.15 g_cm3 and hydrodynamics according to Eqn. 2. The LoTUS net153
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Figure 6: Predicted tilt as a function of current velocity with varying stick length.

Table 2
Sensitivity and accuracy of sensors, (1 sample/100 samples per wake-up).

Known � 0 10 20 30

Mean � 0.11/0.07 9.9/10.1 19.8/20.2 30.04/30.1

� (�) 0.07/0.02 0.095/0.028 0.12/0.04 0.15/0.04

� (vÿ) 0.02/0.007 0.002/0.001 0.002/0.001 0.003/0.001

buoyancy is estimated to be 3kg (positive) in the calculations.154

3. Results and discussion155

The following chapter presents the results and discussion of the method.156

3.1. Fluid mechanic model157

In order to determine a suitable length of the stick, the tilt in the fluid mechanic model was solved for di�erent free158

stream velocities for di�erent lengths. The result for three di�erent lengths is found in Fig. 6.159

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the nonlinear behavior of tilt angle as function of flow velocity is behaving as expected160

with a quadratic relation at low tilt angles since the heeling forces (such as the buoyancy force, trying to leveling161

LoTUS) relates linearity to q. The nonlinear behavior at high velocities is also expected since the projected surface162

(and thus forces) decreases as the stick leans away from the flow. Also, worth noting is how the sensitivity decreases163

for lower current velocities when the stick gets longer. The practical sweet-spot trade o� stick length was concluded164

to be 2m for a reasonable mix of accuracy and practical handling.165

3.2. Dry laboratory tests166

The main results of the dry testing was that each time the sensor wakes up to take samples it should take 100167

samples and average due to the decreased noise. In Tab. 2, 1 sample per wake up is compared to 100 samples per168

wake-up and in Fig. 7 the results from measured vs. known tilt can be seen.169
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Figure 7: Test of sensor with known tilt for 100 samples per wake up, datapoints 1-100 are for known 0 deg, 101-200

known 10 deg, 201-300 known 20 deg and 301-400 known 30 deg.

Using 100 samples per wake-up, the dry testing showed that the current direction can be measured with accuracy of170

±10˝. Doing the ellipsoid fitting showed that scaling to compensate for soft iron e�ects were within 1% and therefore171

neglected.172

Since the sensors will be inactive for longer times during mission, the same tests were made when the sensors had173

been inactive up to 1 hour in between wake-ups. These tests showed similar results and therefore it is concluded that174

the sensors does not drift with respect to time.175

3.3. Water tank tests176

There were two series of water tanks tests made. In the first test quite substantial dynamic yaw oscillations was177

observed, most likely caused by a non-symmetric attachment. Additionally von Kármán vortex trail from the stick was178

detected. In a second test the yaw rotations were reduced by updated design of the attachment shown in Fig. 4 and179

also the vortex shedding was mitigated by winding two chords around the stick. In Fig. 8 the result from one test can180

be seen where LoTUS was pulled with a constant speed of 0.2 m/s. The left panel in Fig. 8 shows the current speed181

which the fluid mechanic model predicts and the right figure shows the calculated tilt from the accelerometer data. In182

the graphs in Fig. 8 one can see that the first the buoy is standing still but swaying, in the start there is a peak following183

the initial acceleration. At approximately 420 samples, the pulling stops because the pool ends.184

The standard deviation of the results when the trolley was pulled with constant speed (ca samples 200-420) is 0.008185

m/s, with mean 0.243 m/s.186

The Reynolds number in this test was Re=4500 which corresponds to a Strouhal number of 0.21 according to187

Hoerner (1965). Using the Strouhal number, the shedding frequency of the vortex trail is estimated to 1,4 Hz. In Fig.188

8 one can see that there are oscillations of approximately that frequency during the test, and this also corresponds to189

the observations during the test.190

The results from other tests is found in Tab. 3. The measured current speed is calculated as the mean of the data191

from when the pulley was pulling with constant speed.192

The measured current speed is measured to be approximately 10-20% higher than expected. This can be due to193

unmodelled e�ects such as the attachment.194
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Figure 8: Example of pool-test results when pulled at constant 0.2 m/s.

Table 3
Results from water tank tests.

Known cur. speed Meas. cur. speed Std. of cur. speed
0.1 m/s 0.123 m/s 0.037 m/s
0.15 m/s 0.180 m/s 0.024 m/s
0.2 m/s 0.243 m/s 0.008 m/s
0.3 m/s 0.338 m/s 0.005 m/s
0.4 m/s 0.427 m/s 0.007 m/s

3.4. Mooring Considerations195

In Fig. 9 the calculated mooring line curvatures are plotted for a set of calculations in various free stream velocities.196

It is first concluded that the line forces are fairly low through the line, below 50N for all load cases shown in the figure.197

This indicates that further structural analysis for an undamaged mooring line is not needed. It should though be noted198

that the large horizontal component of on the anchor calls for anchoring contraption large enough to withstand 50N of199

horizontal force.200

It is further concluded that for low velocities, say <0.3m/s both the LoTUS flight altitude over the sea floor and the201

mooring line elevation angle at the anchor are acceptably close to the vÿ=0 condition. At higher free stream velocities202

though, the LoTUS flight height drops significantly and the mooring line elevation at the anchor is as low as ˘ 9° at203

1m/s flow speed. This is likely not acceptable due to the risk for abrasive wear on the line if in contact with e.g. a204

stone or rock on the seafloor. The drop in flight height at high velocities may also pose a problem on the setup since the205

measurements on flow, but also from other sensors in LoTUS will not station-keep but move vertically in the sea-floor206

boundary layer.207

As a means to reduce the risk of abrasive wear on the anchor by increasing the line elevation at high flow velocities,208

some numerical experiments were done with an extra float attached to the anchor line. In Fig. 10 an additional float209

with geometry same as LoTUS but with 4kg of net buoyancy is used. Placement of the extra float at 10m from the210

anchor increases anchor line elevation from ˘ 9° to ˘ 26° at 1m/s but leaving the LoTUS altitude virtually unchanged211

compared to the altitude with no extra float. Placing the extra float near the LoTUS on the other hand results in a212

elevation of ˘ 17° but with the positive side e�ect of increased LoTUS altitude.213

3.5. Method choice214

For the remotely located and bottom-moored LoTUS, three di�erent concepts of measuring the static horizontal215

water current velocity were considered. An alternative version of the chosen concept would be to use a single cylinder216
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Figure 9: LoTUS suspended using two different line lengths, 50m and 100m in current velocities 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0

m/s.

with all electronics inside instead of the LoTUS buoy and stick. The cylindrical shape would make modeling more217

predictable, however, when surfacing to send SBD-data the metacentric height and static stability will be marginal218

resulting in an unpredictable floating position and likely poor Iridium connection. Therefore the cylindrical shape is219

disregarded.220

Another concept discussed relied on the elastic deformation of a flexible structure (tube, stick or similar). In221

this concept, the required sensors consists of e.g. strain gauges attached to the deforming member of the structure.222

Important and limiting here is the fact that the root of the contraption needs to be rigidly and precisely mounted on223

an Earth-fixed foundation. An Earth-referenced and tilt-compensated compass is also needed. Further, in the case of224

LoTUS, the strain-gauge signal cabling would likely have to penetrate the LoTUS shell. Any penetrations, which needs225

to be water proofed, decreases the robustness of the system.226

A third concept would be a rotating device (turbine or impeller) which rotates in the water stream at a speed,227

measured in rounds per minute (rpm), correlating to the current velocity. The rpm could be transmitted into the LoTUS228

PCB using e.g. a pulsing magnetic field. Current direction would need to be determined by adding fins or similar to229

LoTUS such that it aligns with the flow. Calibration, alignment and potential time-dependent friction is considered to230

be the main drawback. An Earth-referenced and tilt-compensated compass is also needed. Since LoTUS is supposed231

to operate in remote regions for long time periods without possibility for maintenance, robustness and reliability are232

very important. Thus, moving parts and hull penetrations, both considered as hazards, should be kept to a minimum.233

Further, since the entire LoTUS system is deployed by simply "dropping" the buoy from the carrier vessel, accurate234

alignment and levelling on the seafloor is in practice impossible. As a consequence, the chosen method was regarded235

as the most robust, reliable and practical.236
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Figure 10: Results from 4 mooring configurations at current velocity 0.5 m/s with 100m line length: one without extra

float, one adding a 4kg buoyant extra float near the LoTUS, one adding the extra float at 50m from anchor and one adding

the extra float 10m from the anchor.

4. Conclusions237

The method presented in this paper to extend the sensing capability of the LoTUS bottom lander to measure water238

current speed and direction is promising although not all practical aspects of the method have yet been investigated.239

These include, but are not limited to, field testing involving a comparison to ADCP measurements under varying240

flow- and temperature conditions, and system stability, both mechanically and electrically during long term missions.241

Through experimental verification the current direction has been shown to be determined with an accuracy of ˘ ±10˝,242

which for its potential use in polar geoscientific applications is within acceptable limits. Through dry laboratory tests243

the tilt angle was found with ˘ ±0.04° accuracy. Since the current speed is obtained by relating the tilt to current244

speed by the fluid mechanic model, the hydrodynamics was verified through water tank tests and showed to somewhat245

overestimate current speed with 10-20%. The overestimating is most likely caused by e�ects not captured by the model.246

An investigation of forces acting on the mooring line showed that long mooring lines give low anchor forces even for247

long mooring lines but that long mooring lines makes LoTUS float at depths varying with flow speed.248

Considering the need for ocean current measurements in remote regions, such as the marine margins of the contem-249

porary cryosphere, the need for robust and a�ordable sensors designed to acquire long-term, continuous measurements250

is a key priority if understanding of processes at ice-ocean interfaces shall be improved, and lead to enhanced repre-251

sentation and parametrization in numerical models used to predict mass loss from marine-terminating glaciers on252

centennial time-scales and beyond. Current velocity data recorded by LoTUS buoys e.g. in glacier proximal fjord wa-253

ters will help to advance understanding of fjord-circulation dynamics, as well as the largely unmonitored and therefore254

insu�ciently understood processes of subglacial discharge of freshwater from the glacier (especially if the LoTUS is255

further equipped with a salinity sensor, which is currently under development), on time scales ranging from daily to256

seasonally, with annual repeat cycles determined by the duration of the LoTUS mission.257
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Sammanfattning

LoTUS är en boj, förankrad till havsbotten, som mäter vattentemperatur un-
der l̊ang tid. LoTUS mäter temperaturen enligt ett angivet tidsschema tills,
vid slutet av uppdraget, den flyter upp till ytan och skickar den mätta datan
till land via en Iridiumlänk. I denna artikel presenteras en vidareutveckling av
LoTUS för att inkludera vattenströmningshastighet och strömriktningen med
en robust, p̊alitlig och billig Eulerian-metod. Metoden är baserad p̊a principen
av en lutande pinne där en kombination av accelerometer-och magnetometer-
data används. I artikeln diskuteras metoden, modellering av systemet, praktiska
överväganden, optimering av designen för specifika flödesförh̊allanden samt ver-
ifiering av system genom experiment.
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